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WASHING INSTRUCTIONS

WARRANTY

Instructions for use must be followed to ensure the durability of 
the product and avoid damage.

Inappropriate use of the water backpack, as well as any cleaning 
process other than the one described above, can alter the levels 
of resistance of the product.
   

Remove the tube, nozzle and inner bag with the same change/replacement 
procedure following the instructions in this manual.

Remove the lid from the textile strap to which is its fastened by 
unscrewing the Philips stainless steel screw and also remove 
the washer.

In order not to lose the screw, you can place it in the lid once the 
latter has been removed.

Hand wash the backpack or wash it in a washing machine, 
but remember NOT TO SPIN-DRY IT.

The textile backpack can only be washed with
the components sewn to it.

Once washed, leave it to dry in the shade.

Once the backpack is clean and dry, place the lid in the textile 
strap by fastening the Phillipsscrew and the washer.

Then, put the inner bag inside the backpack.

Place the reinforcement washer with filter.

Finally, screw the tube and the nozzle.
  

One-year warranty.

INFOREST SRL provides warranty for manufacturing defects.
INFOREST SRL will not be responsible for incidental or 
consequential damages.
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COMPONENTSNº CODE
Textile backpack
Washer to be sewn
Fast-coupling washer to be sewn
Zipper
Carabiner buckle
50 mm-snap buckle
Handy holder
Inner bag

 Wide-mouth opening
Discharge outlet
Discharge outlet cap

 

   

Reinforcement washer with filter
Lid
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02PIFRMH0002
04PTPLIN0004
02PIFRMH0022
03MPTXCR0001
03MPTXHE0025
03MPTXHE0002

02PIFRMH0014 
04PTPLIN0008
04PTPLIN0001
04PTPLIN0041

04PTPLIN0023
02PIFRMH0006

Double-effect nozzle
Nozzle holder
Discharge tube

02PIFRMH0008
02PIFRMH0021
02PIFRMH0012
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COMPONENTS
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ENSAMBLE DE MOCHILA

Cerrar bolsillo posterior.
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Snap the lower washer 
of the backpack onto
the discharge outlet.

Remove the protective cap 
from the discharge outlet with 

a half twist.

INNER BAG REMOVAL

Remove the lid.

Open the back zipper.

Remove the broken bag 
through the back

part of the backpack.

- Remove filter.
- Unlock wide-mouth 

opening and unload the
washer outer sockets 
by pushing inwards.

Open the back zipper. Place the bag in.

Make the sockets of the washer of the
backpack coincide with the bag.

Place the filter 
in the washer.

Screw the ends of the tube with the
discharge mouth and the nozzle.

Fasten until verifying 
there are no leaks.
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Fill the inner bag through the wide-open
mouth with the filter on.

Possible nozzle positions.


